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 FORM 25 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 

15(1) of the Canada Business Corporations Act

Article 2, 13 of the UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading

Treatment or Punishment,

Section 83.01(b), 219, 269.1, 380(1) of the Criminal Code,

Section 40(1), 44 of the Supreme Court Act,

TAKE NOTICE that DSR Karis Consulting Inc. applies for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court 

of Canada, under Section 40(1), 44, 55  Supreme Court Act, Article 2, 12, 13 of the UN 

Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

and 15(1) of the Canada Business Corporations Act, from the judgment of the Federal Court of 

Appeal A-183-22 made on October 18, 2022 for a judgment made on an appeal of a matter that 

contained indisputable evidence of treason and bioterrorism against Canada, the United States, 

crimes against humanity, torture, and numerous other crimes committed in and outside of the 

courts based on an engineering report that was determined without any expert testimony to the 

contrary by any party outside of the CEO of the  Applicant;

AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that this application is made on the following grounds:

The Federal Court of Appeal contains rogue agents acting against the will of the people of 

Canada by assisting actors in the United States to commit treason against the United States and 

effecting the same actions in Canada.

The Federal Court of Appeal judges lacked jurisdiction from being named as perpetrators and 

violated the Canadian Victims Bill of Rights.

The Federal Court of Appeal judges had an extreme conflict of interest being colleagues of 

parties named as perpetrators. 

The Federal Court of Appeal judges lacked jurisdiction from participating in criminal activity while 

sitting as a judge contrary to the Judges Act.

The Federal Court of Appeal judges lacked jurisdiction from engaging in unauthorized practice of 

mechanical engineering and/or mechanical engineering technology while sitting as a judge 

contrary to the Judges Act.
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The Federal Court of Appeal ignored evidence of parties in Canada assisting actors in the United 

States to commit treason against the United States.

The Federal Court of Appeal used power to shield the Respondents treasonous activity, child 

trafficking for the purposes of financial and sexual exploitation, human trafficking, fraud, 

bioterrorism, involvement in Crimes against Humanity and other crimes without limitation.

The Federal Court of Appeal ignored the Applicant’s complaint of torture involving numerous 

parties in Canada and the United States.

The Federal Court of Appeal exercised an expert opinion over that of the CEO of the Applicant 

who is a Mechanical Engineering Technologist with a Bachelor of Technology and the Judges 

engaged in the profession of engineering technology in making their decision.

The Federal Court of Appeal engaged in terrorist activity contrary to section 83.01(b) of the

Criminal Code.

The Federal Court of Appeal engaged in the trafficking of a person under the age of 18 years for 

the purposes of exploitation contrary to section 279.011(1)(4) of the Criminal Code.

The Federal Court of Appeal ignored the Applicant’s evidence to demonstrate the systematic 

attack directed towards the Applicant and the complete disregard of 15(1) of the Canada 

Business Corporations Act. These actions have stripped the Applicant of rights afforded to federal

corporations under the law. 

The Federal Court of Appeal disregarded a motion for mandamus based on an engineering report

provided by the Applicant that outlined a national security risk to Canada and the United States 

by way of distribution of a biological weapon used to interfere with the territorial integrity of

Canada and the United States.

The Federal Court of Appeal ignored treason, child trafficking for the purposes of sexual and 

financial exploitation and bioterrorism involving the following parties without limitation, Justice 

R.W. Elson, Virgil Thomson, Brad Appel, Bryce Bohun, Cary Ransome, Chad Gartner, Chantalle 

Thompson, Kathy Irwin, Mark Clements, OWZW Lawyers LLP, the RCMP, Matrix Law Group 

LLP, Clifford A. Holm, Patricia J. Meiklejohn, Kimberley A. Richardson, Justice B.R. Hildebrandt,

Kristine Wilk, the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan, the Registrar of Information 

Services Corporation, the Registrars of the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan, Justice J. 

Kalmakoff, Prothonotary Mirelle Tabib, Justice W. Pentney, Justice V. Rochester, Chief Judge 

Phillip A. Brimmer of the District Court of Colorado, rogue agents of Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement , Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, and the

Supreme Court of the United States.
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OWZW Lawyers LLP

1000-2002 Victoria Ave,
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NOTICE TO THE RESPONDENT: A respondent may serve and file a memorandum in response 

to this application for leave to appeal within 30 days of the date a file number is assigned in this 

matter.  You will receive a copy of the letter to the applicant confirming the file number as soon as 

it is assigned. If no response is filed within that time, the Registrar will submit this application for 

leave to appeal to the Court for consideration. 

mailto:thibbitt@millerthomson.com
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APPLICANT’S MEMORANDUM OF ARGUMENT 

PART I – STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. A freedom of information request submitted by Dale J. Richardson (“Dale”) to the Ministry

of Health of Saskatchewan demonstrated that there was no risk assessment or 

engineering report for the representation of the Aerosol Generating Medical Procedures 

(“AGMP”) guidance issued by the Saskatchewan Health Authority (“SHA”), or was there 

any such risk assessment done or any justification of any kind provided the SHA. Justice 

Zuk ignored this evidence which formed a part of the defence of Dale and ignored the 

engineering report and passed judgment without having the expert explain its relation to 

the facts and killed innocent people by his wilful exclusion of the information critical to the

health and safety of the public without any expert evidence to the contrary.

2. The SHA guidance is based on a table issued by the Center for Disease Control (“CDC”) 

in 2001, and it is used by the Public Health Agency of Canada and Canada several other 

jurisdictions in Canada.

3. The representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA was the basis of the 

litigation by DSR Karis, which is obligated by law to operate within the framework of the 

law. 

4. Rule 10-46(1),(2) and 10-47 of the Queen’s Bench Rules are used for the sale of homes 

being foreclosed.

5. On May 27, 2020 Dale in the course of his duties as CEO of DSR Karis signed a Non-

Disclosure Agreement that created a contractual relationship with his employer, DSR 

Karis and Innovation Credit Union. 

6. On May 27, 2020 Kimberley A. Richardson attended the family home with Raymond 

Hebert and Linda Hebert and removed the vehicle that was in the possession of the

Applicant after learning that Karis K.N. Richardson was left in the care of her sister

Kaysha F.N. Dery. 

7. On June 9, 2020 Dale acting as the Chief Executive Officer of DSR Karis Consulting Inc. 

(hereinafter known as “DSR Karis”) passed information to the business response team in
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Saskatchewan relating to the criminally negligent representation of the Aerosol 

Generating Medical Procedures guidance issued by the SHA. No reasonable response 

was given to address the hazards involved with its representation.

8. On June 10, 2020 the Communications Department of the SHA refused to address the 

hazards identified by DSR Karis when communicating with the Chief Executive Officer of

DSR Karis by email. The SHA provided no information relating to any engineering report 

or risk assessment. The SHA did admit that it was potentially placing its employees at risk

using a criminally negligent arbitrary settling time without having any justification for the 2 

hour settling time.

9. On June 25 2020 a number of parties in the federal a Saskatchewan government were 

notified about criminally negligent implementation of engineering controls used for the

SARS-Cov-2 pandemic response by DSR Karis by an email sent by its Chief Executive 

Officer on its behalf. The information provided demonstrated that the hazard was also 

present in the state of Washington.

10. On June 26, 2020 a number of parties in North Battleford were warned about the hazards

arising from the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP provided by the SHA. 

11. On June 26, 2020 several financial institutions and regulatory agencies in the province of

Saskatchewan and federally were notified of the risk of financial losses to the 

shareholders arising from the hazards directly tied to the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP provided by the SHA. The fiduciary duty to the shareholders 

and the public was mentioned.

12. A rogue agent of the Ombudsman for Banking Services and Investments (“OBSI”) 

created, retained and transmitted a forged document based on a document sent to OBSI 

by DSR Karis on June 26, 2020. The forged document made it appear like the email was 

transmitted by Dale from his personal email address. This forgery has been reported to 5 

divisions of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 

13. On June 29, 2020 Dale was served with a divorce petition from Kimberley A. Richardson 

with Patricia J. Meiklejohn as her counsel. The document contained contradictions, 

perjury and intent to defraud and was filed to the Court of Queen’s Bench for 

Saskatchewan when it was in violation of the law. 

14. On June 29, 2020 Dale gained knowledge of a letter addressed to the CEO of DSR Karis 

from the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Saskatchewan after 

receiving documentation that contained evidence of the criminally negligent 
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representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA resulting from poor engineering

practice. The letter from APEGS did not address the severe threat to the pubic interest, 

but rather attempted to threaten DSR Karis based on Facebook posts and YouTube 

videos. DSR Karis responded by way of letter directing APEGS of its legislated 

responsibility to the public interest with respect to engineering. No response was ever 

given by APEGS.

15. On July 3, and July 7, 2020 Dale attended the Battlefords RCMP detachment and made 

complaints on both days. The complaints on July 3, 2020 were torture pursuant to 269.1 

of the Criminal Code (2020-898119) and two counts of criminal negligence. One count of 

torture and on count of criminal negligence was initiated by the Applicant (2020-898911), 

and the other complaint (2020-898907) was on behalf of DSR Karis Consulting Inc. 

(“DSR Karis”). The SHA were the focus of the criminal negligence complaints and their 

agents were tied to the torture. The complaint on July 7, 2020 was a complaint of torture 

with Karis K.N. Richardson as the victim (2020-922562). 

16. On July 7, 2020, Dale had a meeting with Chad Gartner of Innovation Credit Union 

(“ICU”) in which the information discussed was the property of his employer DSR Karis.

Chad Gartner was informed of his fiduciary duty to inform the members of ICU of the risk 

of financial losses arising from the occupational health and safety hazard arising from 

poor engineering practice tied to the representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA.

17. On July 7, 2020 Dale attended the Battlefords Mental Health Centre (“BMHC”) to ask for 

his missing medical records from his access to records. Dale asked a manager to have 

the engineering department get back to him on the hazards arising from the criminally 

negligent representation of the AGMP provided by the SHA. A doctor who signed a 

certificate to admit him to the BMHC was present for the conversation. Cora Swerid was 

informed of the criminal negligence and the torture investigations that involved the SHA. 

No response was given by the SHA to address the hazards arising from the criminally 

negligent representation of the AGMP.  

18. On July 8, 2020 an email chain was sent by carbon copy to Dale that outlined a breach of

contract between the rogue agents of Innovation Credit Union and his employer DSR 

Karis. The email outlined a conspiracy to restrict the liberty of Dale, his employer and by 

proxy Karis K.N. Richardson.

19. The RCMP did not allow Dale to bring any further evidence as he indicated that he would,

and was barred entry from the detachment.  
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20. On July 22, 2020 Patricia J. Meiklejohn sent two emails to Dale of draft orders, one 

purportedly to correct a typographical error. The first email stated that Justice R.W. Elson 

requested the interim order through the agents of the court who contacted her. The 

interim orders were dated for July 22, 2022.

21. From a sworn affidavit submitted to the Federal Court of Canada by the RCMP through

Cheryl Giesbrecht exercising the capacity of the Attorney General of Canada in T-1404-

20 testified that on July 22, 2020 Justice R.W. Elson directed them to prevent Dale from 

entering the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan. The unknown member of the

RCMP responded with “we have a mental health warrant”.

22. On July 22, 2020 members of the PACT team showed up at Dale’s residence with two 

members of the Battlefords RCMP. The persons in attendance were as follows, Tonya 

Browarny, Ken Startup, Cst. Rivest and Cst. Reid. No direction was ever given to Dale to 

submit to any medical examination as required by the Mental Health Services Act. The

RCMP were served for QBG-156 of 2020 after repeated attempts to gain access to the 

detachment by Dale to serve them were frustrated. Medical records from the BMHC state

that Dale was brought to the BMHC at the time of this incident.

23. On July 22, 2020 Tonya Browarny knowing that she did not comply with the Mental 

Health Services Act spoke with J. Engleke and proceeded with obtaining a mental health 

warrant based on fraudulent information from the Provincial Court of Saskatchewan.

Tonya Browarny’s notes confirm that she did not comply with the Mental Health Services 

Act and did not meet the criteria to lawfully obtain a warrant.

24. The agents of the SHA stated that Dale’s religious beliefs are delusions. No agent of the

SHA knew what the specific religious beliefs of Dale were. Only members of the

Battlefords Seventh-Day Adventist church would possess any knowledge of his specific 

beliefs. Agents of the SHA attends the Battlefords Seventh-Day Adventist church.

25. On July 23, 2020 at about 9:50 am, Dale and his daughter Kaysha were unlawfully 

arrested attempting to enter the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan in Battleford 

SK, before any of the two hearings Dale was scheduled to appear on DIV-70 of 2020 and

QBG-156. Both were first appearances presided over by Justice R.W. Elson. The RCMP 

substantiated this time in an affidavit in T-1404-20.

26. On July 23, 2020 Justice R.W. Elson, with the full knowledge that he directed the RCMP 

to prevent Dale from entering the Court, made interim orders pursuant to no law and 

grossly exceeded his jurisdiction as a judge sitting in chambers on a first appearance.
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Justice R.W. Elson made no mention of having directed Dale’s obstruction that prevented

Dale from appearing for the matter, as can be observed in the wording of Justice R.W. 

Elson’s fiat shown below:

[1] Counsel for the petitioner has provided the court with her client’s informal 

estimate of the equity in the family home, roughly between $8,000 and 

$12,000. With this information, I am satisfied that the interim draft order 

should issue. This order includes authorization for the petitioner to list and 

sell the house, followed by an accounting for the proceeds. The only thing 

that should be included in the interim order is for the issue of the parenting to

be revisited in one month’s time. This should occur on August 27, 2020. 

27. The second matter obstructed was the matter of QBG 156/20 DSR Karis Consulting Inc. 

v Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan et al dated July 23, 2020. Present in the 

court was Cliff Holm appearing for the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Lynn Sanya -

SHA, Virgil Thomson – rogue agents of Innovation Credit Union, Micheal Griffin –

APEGS. Justice R.W. Elson made no mention directing the RCMP to obstruct the

Applicant from representing DSR Karis and the interests of the public. The 

documentation before the Court contained evidence of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and the risk to the general 

public.

28. On July 23, 2020, Robert A. Cannon was contact traced at the court, and had to provide 

his name to sheriff who participated in the obstruction of the Applicant. 

29. WhenDale was brought to the BMHC he questioned the doctor’s and physicians why he 

was prevented from entering the Court by the defendants in QBG-156 when he was to 

represent DSR Karis as the plaintiff. Dale demanded to see the mental health warrant. 

When persisting to ask these questions, the doctors directed the RCMP and attending 

health personnel to strip him, strap him to a bed, and forcefully medicate him. Dale was 

never examined. No expert report of the examination was ever provided to Dale. The 

sworn affidavit of the RCMP submitted to the Federal Court of Canada confirms that Dale

was not examined.

30. While Dale was being tortured, Robert A. Cannon filed a habeas corpus several times. 

One instance the habeas corpus was filed and then it was unfiled. The other documents 

submitted with the habeas corpus were not unfiled. After the third filing of the habeas 

corpus Dale was released from the BMHC.

31. In QBG 921 of 2020 Justice N.D. Crooks on September 10, 2020 purported to state that 

there was no deprivation of liberty for any of the persons named in the Habeas Corpus 
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proceeding, which includes without limitation, Dale, Kaysha F.N. Dery, and Karis. Crooks 

stated that the deprivation was “theoretical” and that Karis was the subject of a family law

dispute. Justice N.D. Crooks denied Karis the right of Habeas Corpus contrary to section 

10(c) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Habeas Corpus was filed by Robert A. 

Cannon to stop the agents of the Saskatchewan Health Authority from torturing Dale who 

was strapped to a bed and administered mind altering drugs that are designed to 

profoundly disrupt the senses. The torture upheld the trafficking of Karis. The 

documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the

AGMP guidance issued by the SHA.

32. On October 28, 2020 Dale appeared before Justice J.A. Caldwell of the Court of Appeal 

for Saskatchewan (“Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan”) for a motion to extend for the 

unlawful orders issued by Justice R.W. Elson. No one appeared for Kimberley A. 

Richardson (“Kim”), and audio, video and document evidence was presented. Justice 

J.A. Caldwell ruled in the favour of the party that was not present. The Court of Appeal for

Saskatchewan sent back all of the evidence filed to the court. The documentation 

contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance 

issued by the SHA.

33. When presented with evidence that the testimony of Kim was perjured on November 26, 

2020, Justice J. Zuk made excuses for the perjury and took the perjured testimony over 

the overwhelming evidence of the Applicant. Justice J. Zuk ignored evidence that Dale 

was subjected to escalating family violence by his estranged wife Kim. Justice J. Zuk 

ruled in favour of the party that presented perjured evidence and who has demonstrated 

a pattern of violence towards Dale and the child of the marriage Karis. The 

documentation supplied by the Applicant contained evidence of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA.

34. Patricia J. Meiklejohn presented to Justice J. Zuk in the chambers hearing the statement 

of claim of Dale in the Federal Court of Canada (“FCC”) and complained that Dale was 

bringing a matter before a federal court. The application in the FCC contained evidence 

of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and 

the risk to the public.

35. Cheryl Giesbrecht, agent of the Attorney General of Canada submitted motions to the

FCC that contained fraudulent shareholder information in regards to DSR Karis, and 

conspired with the defendant’s counsel in T-1404-20.  The FCC ruled in favour of fraud. 

The shareholder information of DSR Karis is available on the public record in Alberta.
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36. Virgil Thomson submitted forged FCC documents to the Applicant. 

37. Rogue agents of the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan demonstrated extreme 

bias in denying Dale the ability to speak and bring evidence to defend himself in Court. 

This includes without limitation, evidence of the unlawful abduction (arrest), Justice R.W. 

Elson ordering obstruction of justice, an officer of the court preventing Dale from entering 

the court, questionable actions of agents of the SHA by forcefully medicating Dale to 

prevent him from representing DSR Karis in matters against them that provided evidence 

of the distribution of a biological weapon by way of the guidelines issued by the SHA 

during the SARS-Cov-2 pandemic response, and the evidence of the criminal complaints 

against Justice J. Zuk by DSR Karis and Dale before he made any decision on the 

matters on May 5, 2022 and July 22, 2022.

38. On February 19, 2021 Patricia J. Meiklejohn appeared before Justice B.R. Hildebrandt for

an application without notice to transfer the title of the registered office of DSR Karis 

pursuant to the Land Titles Act. Fraudulent documents were submitted to the court signed

by Clifford A. Holm. Justice B.R. Hildebrandt approved the fraudulent transfer of title 

using the Land Titles Act instead of the Family Property Act.

39. On February 19, 2021 Dale appeared for two prerogative writs in chambers before

Justice J. Kalmakoff. Justice J. Kalmakoff informed Dale that prerogative writs can only 

be granted before a panel of judges according to the court of appeal act. Justice J. 

Kalmakoff heard the motion for two prerogative writs when it was impossible for Dale to 

succeed, and Justice J. Kalmakoff did not determine if torture occurred. Justice J. 

Kalmakoff exercised jurisdiction he did not posess. The motions contained evidence of 

the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA.

40. On March 1, 2021 an appeal CACV3708 was heard at the Court of Appeal for 

Saskatchewan of a constitutional Writ of Habeas Corpus. Among those present as 

counsel for the defendants were, Clifford A. Holm, Cheryl Giesbrecht, Chantalle Eisner, 

and Michael Griffin representing APEGS. Michael Griffin admitted it was the intention of 

defending counsel to punish Robert A. Cannon for actions taken by Dale and DSR Karis 

in the FCC. Michael Griffin committed fraud on the record by stating without any evidence

that Robert A. Cannon was counsel for Dale and DSR Karis. The documentation 

contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance 

issued by the SHA.

41. Every statement of claim or motion in the FCC for DSR Karis is signed by its Chief 

Executive Officer.
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42. On March 26, 2021 Dale as the CEO of acting as agent of DSR Karis, appeared before

Justice J. A. Schwann in the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan for a motion for stay of 

execution relating to appeal CACV3798 in which mortgage fraud was committed.

Justice J. A. Schwann ruled in favour of the party who committed fraud and was not 

present. The motion contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the

AGMP guidance issued by the SHA.

43. On April 1 2021 Dale appeared before a three judge panel at the Court of Appeal for 

Saskatchewan to review orders of Justice J. Kalmakoff and provided over 6000 pages of 

evidence.  Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan and Kim were absent. The panel 

ruled in favour of the absent defendants. The documentation before the Court contained 

evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA.

44. On April 26, 2021 Dale fled to the United States to file for protection under the

Convention against Torture after being served an affidavit sworn in by an unknown 

member of the RCMP that admitted the RCMP were instructed by the Court of Queen’s 

Bench for Saskatchewan to prevent Dale from entering into the Court on July 23, 2020.

Dale was fearful of being tortured or killed if returned to Saskatchewan and subsequently 

fled to the United States for safety. The motion scheduled to be heard contained 

evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA.

45. On April 26, 2021 upon arrival to the Sweetgrass Montana point of entry, Dale was 

tortured in the presence of 5 witnesses, one of whom is an eight year old child. The CBP 

officers attempted to coerce Dale to return to Canada after he asked for protection under 

the Convention against Torture, and remove the 6 volumes of evidence of over 3300 

pages. When Dale refused to remove evidence while fearful of his life, the U.S. Customs 

and Border Protection officers intimidated and coerced him to dispose of the evidence of 

him being the director of a Delaware corporation DSR Karis North Consulting Inc. (“Karis 

North”). Dale refused to remove evidence. The documentation presented at the border 

contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance 

issued by the SHA.

46. Officer Brian Scott and Officer Brian Biesemeyer were the CBP officers directly 

responsible for Dale’s torture. The statement used in the immigration proceedings by the

Department of Homeland Security was a product of torture. 
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47. Dale was subjected to torture and severe obstruction of justice in Canada and the United 

States while being held in custody of ICE, a defendant in T-1404-20.

48. On June 10, 2021 a motion was heard before Justice W. Pentney. Fraud was used to 

schedule the motion. Dale informed Justice W. Pentney that he was denied the motion 

materials by ICE a defendant in the underlying action, that he was being obstructed by 

the same and was being tortured by them. Justice W. Pentney proceeded with the motion

with full knowledge of these conditions. Justice W. Pentney deceived Dale and committed

fraud during the hearing. The documentation provided by Dale contained evidence of the

criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA.

49. On June 15, 2021 Justice W. Pentney dismissed Dale’s motion seeking relief from 

torture. Justice W. Pentney stated “Furthermore, I agree with the comment of Justice 

Kalmakoff at the acts the Plaintiff terms as torture “are all things that arose from were 

inherent in, or were incidental to measures that are authorized by law”. Justice W. 

Pentney upheld child trafficking and terrorism. Justice W. Pentney and Justice J. 

Kalmakoff are Prime Minister Justin Trudeau appointees.

50. On June 23, 2021 Dale served a motion titled On Petition for Writ of Certiorari in the

Supreme Court of the United States to U.S. Magistrate Judge Gordon P. Gallagher and 

the District Court of Colorado. Rogue agents of the District Court of Colorado committed 

fraud. The documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation 

of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA.

51. On June 29, 2021 Michael Duggan fraudulently rejected materials sent with the Writ of 

Certiorari and other letters. A motion critical to Dale’s safety was fraudulently rejected by

Michael Duggan on July 2nd after the petition was filed on June 29, 2021. The 

documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the

AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and the torture used to suppress its reporting.

52. On July 13, 2021 Dale appeared before Immigration Judge Caley for a review of the 

credible fear determination by the Asylum officer. The Asylum officer was made aware 

that Dale was tortured by the agents of DHS in order to make the statement. The Asylum 

officer refused to consider that Dale was being tortured in custody. When Dale raised the 

subject of being tortured in ICE custody before the Immigration judge, the judges stated 

that he did not have jurisdiction and could only speak about what happened in Canada. 

The Immigration judge refused to accept Dale’s evidence from and deprived Dale of due 

process. No representative from DHS was at the hearing. Over 3500 pages of evidence 

was presented to DHS. The documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent
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representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress 

its reporting.

53. On July 19, 2021 Officer Blevins attempted to intimidate and coerce Dale to consent to 

destroy his passport. 

54. On July 20, 2021 Circuit Judges Holmes, Matheson, and Eid of the United States Court 

of Appeals for the 10th Circuit fraudulently denied Dale’s Writ of Mandamus. The 

documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the

AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

55. Officer Blevins also brought a Canadian passport form for Dale to fill out on July 19, 2021

to get a travel document. Dale’s passport valid for 10 years was in the possession of ICE.

56. On July 26, 2021 Officer Blevins threatened Dale with federal prison for the purposes of 

unlawfully destroying his passport. When Dale refused to violate the law, Officer Blevins 

left and returned with the notice of non-compliance. 

57. On July 27, 2021 Dale sent a letter requesting that the consulate investigate Dale’s 

treatment and Officer Blevins intimidation and coercion. The letter contained evidence of 

the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and 

crimes used to suppress its reporting.

58. On July 27, 2021 Prothonotary Mirelle Tabib of the Federal Court of Canada sent orders 

to Dale’s email to direct him to have a response for the Case Management of T-1367-20 

when the FCC was aware that Dale was obstructed and tortured by ICE a Defendant in 

T-1404-20 and he had no access to email.

59. On July 28, 2021 before 6 am Officer in Charge Christopher Jones spoke with Dale and 

refused to investigate Dale’s torture while in ICE custody.

60. On August 2, 2021 U.S. Magistrate Judge Kristin L. Mix of the District Court of Colorado 

issued fraudulent orders in a matter filed by Dale. The documentation contained 

evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

61. On August 5, 2021 United States Judge Lewis T. Babcock of the District Court of 

Colorado dismissed the motion for relief on the basis of fraud. The documentation 

contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance 

issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.
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62. On August 6, 2021, Michael Duggan fraudulently tampered with an appendix sent to the

Supreme Court of the United States in which he re arranged the motion fraudulently 

calling it a petition to shut evidence out of court. The documentation contained evidence 

of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and 

crimes used to suppress its reporting.

63. August 13, 2021 Judge Lewis T. Babcock used fraud to dismiss the motion. Judge Lewis 

T. Babcock ignored the numerous references to the convention against torture, 

allegations and evidence of treason. The documentation contained evidence of the

criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes 

used to suppress its reporting.

64. On August 16, 2021 Judge Lewis T. Babcock fraudulently dismissed 18 U.S.C. § 3771 

case No. 1:21-cv-02183-GPG without contemplating the public importance of reporting 

treason. The documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress 

its reporting.

65. On August 16, 2021 Judge Christine M. Arguello fraudulently dismissed case number 

1:21-cv-02208-GPG. The verbiage of her order was almost identical to the order made by

Judge Lewis T. Babcock. The documentation contained evidence of the criminally 

negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to 

suppress its reporting.

66. On August 25, 2021 a Deputy Clerk known as A. K. From the United States District Court 

for the District of Columbia used fraud to reject Dale’s complaint. The documentation 

contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance 

issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

67. On September 21, 2021 Chief Judge Phillip A. Brimmer of the District Court of Colorado 

fraudulently dismissed an action that presented compelling evidence and supporting case

law for treason, torture and Crimes against Humanity. The documentation contained 

evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

68. On September 28, 2021 J. Babcock was exposed in a Wall Street Journal Investigation 

for breaking the law by hearing cases where he had a financial interest and did not 

recuse himself.
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69. On October 15, 2021 Acting Registrar of the Supreme Court of Canada, David Power 

sent a letter to Dale. He attempted to dissuade Dale from appealing the unlawful orders 

from the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan. The documentation contained evidence of 

the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and 

crimes used to suppress its reporting.. 

70. On October 13, 2021 Dale appeared before Justice V. Rochester in the FCC to appeal 

orders of P. Tabib obtained by fraud. Justice V. Rochester ruled in favour of the parties 

who committed fraud. The documentation contained evidence of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress 

its reporting.

71. On October 25, 2021 P. Tabib presided over a case management hearing in the FCC. 

The judge intimidated and coerced Dale during the hearing to give up his right of 

defense. Chantalle Eisner attacked Dale verbally during the hearing when Dale 

mentioned intent to punish innocent parties by the SHA.

72. On October 28, 2021 the Supreme Court of Canada denied Texas citizen Robert A. 

Cannon’s leave to appeal a habeas corpus denied by fraud. He was punished with costs 

for an application that presented evidence of the following crimes without limitation, fraud,

torture, child trafficking for the purposes of sexual and financial exploitation, criminal 

negligence, treason in Canada and the United States. The documentation contained 

evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

73. On November 16, 2021, Pastor David Baker of the Living Hope SDA Church (“LHSDAC”)

contracted Robert A. Cannon for the first time and requested an apology in writing to 

present to the LHSDAC Church Board. The Board was considering disciplinary action 

against Robert A. Cannon for the Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the Seventh-

Day Adventist Church being named as defendants in an Application for Habeas Corpus 

filed by Robert A. Cannon, which contained evidence of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress 

its reporting.

74. On December 12, 2021, Pastor David Baker invited Robert A. Cannon to speak with the 

church board who wanted to punish him for filing the Application for Writ of Habeas 

Corpus. The Board made MOTION 21-139:  to recommend to the church at a special 

business meeting on January 22, 2022 at 6:30pm in person at LHSDAC, for Robert A. 
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Cannon to be placed under disciplinary action by censorship until October 31, 

2022. The motion was carried.

75. On December 30, 2021 Dale attempted to enter the United States at the request of

United States citizen Robert A. Cannon. Dale presented a letter Robert A. Cannon and 

proof of his United States citizenship and documentation that contained evidence of the

criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes 

used to suppress its reporting. Dale and his family were assaulted, intimidated and 

coerced into returning to Canada after United States citizen Robert A. Cannon warned of 

the risk of torture and death of the first witness to treason against the United States. Dale 

was tortured and threatened with return to Saskatchewan where he was tortured upon 

arrival to Coutts AB. The fraudulent warrant issued by rogue members of the Battlefords

RCMP was the reason given for unlawfully torturing Dale.

76. On January 4, 2022, the director of the Ministry of Justice for Saskatchewan, P. Mitch 

McAdam sent a letter to DSR Karis about constitutional questions for CACV3798. The 

letter fraudulently stated that the Applicant raised constitutional questions in the habeas 

corpus filed by Robert A. Cannon. The constitutional questions were tied to 

documentation that contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the

AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

77. David Baker and the Board did not provide any information explaining the Reasons for 

Discipline for the scheduled censorship meeting until January 18 of 2022, five days 

before the hearing.

78. On January 21 of 2022, Clint Wahl emailed procedures for the disciplinary hearing that 

restricted the ability of Robert A. Cannon or his witnesses to provide any reasonable 

defense. Robert A. Cannon stated that the hearing was prejudicial in his open letter to the

church on January 22 of 2022. Robert A. Cannon and his witnesses declined to attend 

the prejudicial hearing. The evidence for Robert A. Cannon’s defense contained evidence

of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and 

crimes used to suppress its reporting.

79. On January 22 of 2022 the church membership voted to approve motion 21-139 at the

special business meeting held January 22, 2022 done in Robert A. Cannon’s absence. 

80. On January 31, 2022 the registrars of the CASK created a fraudulent document from 

information provided to them by DSR Karis. This prevented the filing of CACV3798 which
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contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance 

issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting.

81. On February 15, 2022 the FCC created a fraudulent court record that claimed Dale 

acknowledged service that he did not receive. The direction deprived him of the motion 

record already filed to the FCC which was his defense for a vexatious litigant hearing 

brought by the SHA against him set for March 1 2022. The documentation contained 

evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the

SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting. Emily Price provided Dale the msg file 

purportedly sent with an acknowledgment. It is possible the msg file was forged. The FCC

was forced to change the date.

82. On March 15, 2022 Patricia J. Meiklejohn served documents to Dale for the purposes of 

using court rules to remove the right of defense in DIV 70 of 2020, and to dismiss 

CACV3745 Dale’s appeal of Justice J. Zuk’s orders appealed December 13, 2020. 

Documentation for both matters contained evidence of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress 

its reporting. 

83. On April 14, Justice J. Zuk admitted in his orders that the court was recording Dale, but 

the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan have denied any chambers recordings 

exists.

84. On April 26 2022 Justice J. Zuk attempted to coerce Dale into participating in the Court 

hearing against the advice of Dale family doctor without lawful cause. Justice J. Zuk 

determined that evidence that demonstrated Dale obtained custody of his eldest daughter

after being a permanent ward of Winnipeg Child and Family Services was part of an 

“adjournment” application that was never made and assessed costs against Dale.

85. On May 5, 2022 Justice J. Zuk created fraudulent orders and stated that the applications 

and its over 5600 pages of evidence was tied to a recusal application made by an 

unnamed nephew of Dale on May 5, 2022. Justice J. Zuk made a decision based on 

fraud to state that none of the materials submitted by Dale would be on the court record 

“Accordingly, the documents shall not form part of the court record nor shall they form any

part of any decision arising from the matters before me today”. Documentation for the 

matters contained evidence of the criminally negligent representation of the AGMP 

guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress its reporting. 
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86. On July 20, 2022 Justice J. Zuk received a fax from DSR Karis alerting Justice J. Zuk that

he was reported for crime. Justice J. Zuk received certified corporate records from the 

director of DSR Karis of its complaint and supporting materials. Jennifer Fabian 

committed fraud and stated in writing that Dale sent the materials to Justice J. Zuk for his 

personal complaint and stated that they would be sealed in an envelope on the court 

record. Documentation contained evidence of complaints made to law enforcement of the

criminally negligent representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes 

used to suppress its reporting. 

87. On July 22, 2022 Justice J. Zuk issued orders relating to the matters that he was reported

for crimes to five divisions of the RCMP and to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Justice J. Zuk contradicted his previous orders and included all of the evidence and used 

fraud to issue orders for financial gain. Documentation before Justice J. Zuk contained 

evidence of complaints made to law enforcement of the criminally negligent 

representation of the AGMP guidance issued by the SHA and crimes used to suppress 

its reporting. 

88. On July 25 2022 unknown agents of the Court of Queen’s Bench for Saskatchewan 

fraudulently applied court rules to prevent evidence or criminal activity from being placed 

before the court. It is possible one of the agents reported used their position to shield 

themselves from being exposed for crime.

89. On August 24, 2022 an Unknown Registrar of the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan 

attempted to place the motion for Mandamus in chambers where it was impossible for

Dale to get relief after doing so for two motions for prerogative relief place before Justice 

J. Kalmakoff and then a subsequent time after that. This is an observed pattern of 

deliberate intent to prejudice.

90. Substantial fraud has occurred in all court levels by rogue agents operating within the 

courts including without limitation, FCC and the Federal Court of Appeal and evidence of 

the fraud is included in the attached documentation.

PART II – STATEMENT OF THE QUESTIONS IN ISSUE

91. Do judges have the lawful capacity to engage in the profession of 

engineering/engineering technology while acting as a judge pursuant to the Judges Act?

92. Do judges have the lawful capacity to engage in medicine while acting as a judges 

pursuant to the Judges Act?
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93. Do judges have the lawful capacity to engage in the legal profession as a lawyer while 

acting as judges pursuant to the Judges Act?

94. Do judges have the lawful capacity to adjudicate a matter against a man who has 

reported them for crimes that would result in a life sentence if convicted?

95. Do judges have the lawful capacity to adjudicate a matter in which a corporation has 

presented evidence of the judges crimes before the court?

96. Do judges have the lawful capacity to break the law while sitting before the court and 

break the law in issuing orders?

97. Is evidence of treason ever a frivololus and vexatious matter?

98. Does the RCMP have the authority to disregard section 12 of the Charter, and the UN 

Torture Convention, and aide parties committing treason in Canada and the United 

States?

99. Can a person have a fair hearing before a Court who has tortured and persecuted them?

100. Does the judiciary have the right to traffick children under the age of 18 years, commit 

acts of terrorism 83.01(b), fraud 380(1), and other crimes without limitation in the civil 

court?

101. Does the judiciary have an obligation to take action when evidence of terrorist activity is 

laid before the court?

102. Does the Mental Health Services Act promote torture in the jurisdiction of Saskatchewan?

Does it promulgate arbitrary arrest, detention, torture and Crimes against Humanity?

103. Is the torture convention theoretical in Canada?

PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

104. Torture is “blatantly contrary to section 12” 1 and is unacceptable in any circumstance. 

The violation of section 12 also engages the CAT and brings in violations of international 

law. The punishment of an infant child with unlawful sanctions is torture by a Canadian 

state actor and is unacceptable and would “outrage our society’s sense of decency” and 

any reasonable Canadian would find it “abhorrent or intolerable.” 2 The CAT which is an 

international instrument binding on Canada instructs the judiciary to prevent acts of 

torture, and it does not make any distinction between the civil and the criminal branches. 

1 (Kazemi Estate v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 2014 SCC 62 at paragraph 52; Suresh v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 2002 SCC 1 at 
paragraph 51)

2 R. v. Smith, [1987] 1 S.C.R. 1045 at 1072; R. v. Morrisey, 2000 SCC 39 at paragraph 26)
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Torture is of such an offensive nature that it is the obligation of any member of the 

judiciary to prevent any act of torture and should err on the side of caution to investigate 

any such acts to ensure that they are arrested and prevented. The CAT has universal 

jurisdiction in Canada.

105. Forced population transfer is completely unacceptable and it is an element of Crimes 

against Humanity. Considering that the victims of the forced population transfer are black 

and Indigenous, it follows a consistent pattern of horrendous actions by Canadian state 

actors against Indigenous persons and to a less visible extent persons who identify as 

black. The forced population transfer could not take place without the cooperation of a 

number of Canadian state actors and private actors.  

106. There is clearly an ideological, and political purpose, and under closer inspection there is 

an observable religious motivation. Dale’s employer is DSR Karis Consulting Inc. (“DSR 

Karis”) is an essential service as its business is in heating, ventilation, and air 

conditioning (HVAC). During his duties, Dale uncovered engineering guidelines that do 

not follow proper engineering practice. When confronted about the guidelines, the SHA 

did nothing. The SHA disregarded professional advice without providing any information 

to the contrary. This is unacceptable when human life is at risk. SHA misrepresentation of

SARS-Cov-2 pandemic mitigation3 guidelines is gross negligence. The mismanagement 

of the SARS-Cov-2 emergency by the SHA is a political position of Dale that differs from 

the Government of Saskatchewan.

107. PJM used Rule 10-46(1),(2) and 10-47 of the Queen’s Bench Rules (SK) applicable to 

homes in foreclosure, in Kim’s petition for divorce. These rules were used to justify selling

Dale’s home on a first appearance when there was no foreclosure on the property. This 

delineates deliberate intent to defraud.

108. Five affidavits of the April 26, 2021 the torture at the Sweetgrass MT point of entry, testify 

to this systematic attack. 

109. The Applicant would like to direct attention to the date of the first complaint of torture 

which is July 3, 2020, over one year since the initial complaint of torture was made.

110. In T-1404-20 in the FCC, CG for the AGC, provided an affidavit from the RCMP. The 

affidavit was a gross forgery. It contained evidence of tampering, and a supposed warrant

for resisting arrest that was issued the day before the alleged incident took place. This 

suggests deliberate intent, strengthened by the CQBSK contacting the RCMP to prevent

Dale from entering the court on July 23, 2020. The SHA, RCMP and the CQBSK were 

3 (DSR Karis Consulting Inc., 2020)
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respondents in a matter imitated by DSR Karis. Dale was to represent DSR Karis in the 

action as its Chief Executive Officer. 

111. As a United States Judge Lewis T. Babcock had an obligation to examine forthwith the 

documents that purported federal treason. He used his position to obstruct justice and 

committed an overt act of treason. Additionally, he deprived Dale of rights pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 242 and his overt acts are party to 18 U.S.C. § 241. He declared the Motion for 

relief pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3771 moot. He purported the motion “does not include any 

claims, factual allegations or request for relief.” With that statement United States Judge 

Lewis T. Babcock committed perjury.  The motion for relief is evidence of a gross pattern 

of rights suppression directed towards a black alien attempting to assert constitutional 

rights.. The denial of a torture complaint under the CAT does allow for the prosecution of 

18 U.S.C. § 241. Treaty with foreign power was supreme law of land; Congress could 

provide punishment for its infraction on deprivation of or injury to right secured by it, as in

case of ordinary law.  In re Grand Jury (1886, DC Or) 11 Sawy 522, 26 F 749. Judge 

Lewis T. Babcock was exposed for corruption in a newspaper article, and admitted his 

corrupt actions.

112. The actions of M. Duggan delineates a determined effort to deprive Dale of rights who is 

an Alien and Black. After documents were properly filed on June 23, and docketed on 

June 29, 2021, M. Duggan separated the motion from the petition to prevent Dale from 

gaining his freedom and further subjecting him to torture and hindered the presentation of

evidence of treason to United States judges. M. Duggan is a part of a conspiracy 

preventing the enforcement of a United States Statute, and it is reasonable that there is 

also a criminal civil rights violation pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 241. 18 USCS § 241 does not

require that any overt act be shown.  United States v Morado (1972, CA5 Tex) 454 F.2d 

167, cert den (1972) 406 US 917, 32 L Ed 2d 116, 92 S Ct 1767. 

113. Officer C. Jones covered for the crimes of Officer Blevins and the CBP officers and 

suggested that policy is the cause of the actions of Officer Blevins. Every person Dale 

attempted to report the crimes to, are responsible for the latest acts of torture and 

conspirators after the fact to crimes forming part of the Invariable Pursuit of the Object 

outlined in the Declaration of Independence. 

114. On August 2, 2021 U.S. Magistrate Judge Kristin L. Mix proved she is a conspirator to 

preventing enforcement of United States statutes, when she acted like she could not read

statutes listed in the Jurisdiction paragraph. The CAT was designed to protect persons in 

custody of public officials from abuses prevalent in detention settings. This Judge knew 
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what she was doing. Conspiracy to altogether prevent enforcement of statute of United 

States is conspiracy to commit treason by levying war against the United States. Bryant 

v. United States, 257 F. 378, 1919 U.S. App LEXIS 2212(5th Cir. 1919) The combined 

actions of Magistrate Judge Mix and Gallagher and the Clerk’s office outlines conspiracy 

to prevent enforcement of a United States statute. The detention and subsequent forced 

deportation of Jaime Naranjo-Hererra shows force used in preventing the enforcement of 

statutes. 

115. Furthermore, force is not required if the conspiracy is detected early. The Government 

contends that, but for the timely interruption of the conspiracy by the 

apprehension of its leaders actual resistance would have come about. The greater 

part of the evidence relied upon by the government to establish the conspiracy related to 

facts which occurred before the passage of the selective Draft Act. United States. Bryant 

v. United States, 257 F. 378, 1919 U.S. App LEXIS 2212(5th Cir. 1919) There is 

overwhelming evidence of conspiracy, collusion, treason, judicial interference, complicity 

to torture, terrorism, crimes against humanity and other crimes.

116. An indisputably clear pattern of punishment is observed in the judicial system in Canada 

and the United States involving Dale and his daughters. Severe judicial interference has 

occurred in the SCOTUS by following rogue agents without limitation, Clara Houghtelling,

M. Duggan and Redmond K. Barnes. The foregoing treasonous conspiracy includes 

terrorism, torture, child trafficking for the purposes of financial and sexual exploitation and

shielding the rogue agents of ICU located in Saskatchewan, Canada. They have co-

opted a financial institution to fund the Invariable Pursuit of the Object. The conspiracy 

includes judges in the CQBSK, CASK participating in and shielding mortgage fraud. The

CASK openly declared that the Constitution of Canada has no validity there, and are 

rebelling against Canada. The CASK declared that children are not persons and should 

not be afforded the Privilege of Writ of Habeas Corpus. 

117. U.S. MJ Gallagher incorrectly and deliberately applied the motion for relief as a civil 

matter in an order June 15, 2021. U.S. MJ Gallagher displayed actions consistent with a 

traitor to the United States. U.S. MJ Gallagher established a traitorous pattern of behavior

in ordering Jaime Naranjo-Hererra to cure deficiency for his motion for relief under 18 

U.S.C. § 3771,and construing it as a civil matter under 28 U.S.C. § 1915. This indicative 

of preventing the enforcement of 18 U.S.C. § 3771 and investigation of corrupt officials. 
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118. Compelling evidence in 20-1815 in the SCOTUS reveals actions of actors purposefully 

working in concert.  Redmond K. Barnes, case analyst at the SCOTUS tampered with 

evidence from the SCOTUS by Dale and sent them to Jaime Naranjo-Hererra.  

119. The judiciary must take any and all measures to prevent acts of torture. Until an impartial 

investigation takes place, no action can lawfully be taken to place Dale or any third 

person connected to him that will place them at any risk to be tortured. It must also stop 

treason and despotism. Treason and torture must be heard by the Court.

2 1. Each State Party shall take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or 

other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its 

jurisdiction.    

120. The continued persecution, torture, crimes against humanity levied against the CEO of 

the Applicant has placed its operation in jeopardy, and the courts in Canada have 

permitted it to continue and the SHA tortured Dale because of his research regarding the 

mixing factor.

121. A Writ of Certiorari is a necessity to determine this matter, and the ensuing appeal and it 

would be necessary given the circumstances to order a Writ of Certiorari before the 

determination the leave as this matter involves torture, treason and other heinous crimes.

PART IV – SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF ORDER SOUGHT CONCERNING COSTS

122. The Applicant has had all parties involved in the litigation take actions to destroy its 

economic security with the objective of preventing it from seeking remedy or obtaining 

legal counsel to defend itself. The Applicant’s lawful operation are threatened by the

Respondents. Given the egregious treasonous conduct of the parties named in this 

action costs are warranted and should be ordered in this action. 

123. The CAT provides the means by which the judiciary can take action to prevent acts of 

torture and the order for costs are to prevent acts of torture, and to allow for the article 13

rights of the officers of the Applicant to stop the severe interference to its essential 

services and prevent harm caused in (A)-(C) of 83.01(b) of the Criminal Code.

PART V – ORDERS SOUGHT 

1. Grant the appeal; 

2. Order of a Writ of Certiorari; and

3. Costs associated with incidental costs arising from torture to be 

determined by the Court;
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